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The Essentials

Trend 1
Greater buyer focus on data

Over the past five years, the digital process
automation market was reborn (and renamed)

Trend 2

as business process management (BPM)

A convergence of process

products became lighter, easier, and faster to

modeling with journey mapping,

deploy. Much of this change can be attributed

and other vendor innovation

to low-code design/development approaches

Trend 3

by the vendor community. In parallel, many
customers jettisoned large-scale, Lean, and Six
Sigma transformation projects and embraced

Vendor movement into process-driven
business applications

smaller-scoped efforts relying on iterative,

Trend 4

agile methodologies for a steady stream of

A looming shakeout for RPA and process

process improvements delivered in weeks

automation vendors

rather than months. This low-code trend

Trend 5

(which actually began with BPM software’s
inception) coupled with the debut of robotic

The emergence of AI/ML in digital process
automation

process automation (RPA) technology for
highly manual, repetitive work has reshaped

The first three trends will be gradual. The

today’s digital process automation market.

fourth is easy to predict, but it’s much harder
to anticipate how mergers and acquisitions

Of course, no market stands still. Now that

will impact the vendor landscape. The

process automation1 has regenerated from

fifth trend will reshape today’s process

its BPM roots, this “new” product category is

automation platforms, including process

poised for significant changes by 2025. Deep

design, automation, and management;

Analysis sees these five trends impacting the

content capture and services; the delivery of

digital process automation market:

exceptional customer experiences; and the
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type of work performed by humans and
robots in reimagined processes.
We also foresee an important mega-trend.
Many individuals question where these five

1

Data will move to the
forefront when automating
business processes

Typically, when organizations begin building

technology and workforce trends will leave

automated processes, they work diligently

the digital process automation market by

to understand the organization’s process

2025. The answer is paradoxical: process

flows. This can be complex if processes

technologies will be more important than ever,

involve case management, or if the actual

while being subsumed into a larger platform.

processes deviate from what’s mandated

Glimpses of this future can be seen in IBM’s

or regulated. Many project teams spend

Digital Business Platform and Pegasystems’

countless hours analyzing the “as is”

Infinity, or in a more limited technology

process (pre-automation) and designing the

breadth, the platforms from Alfresco, Appian,

transformed “to be” process. Fortunately,

Bizagi, and OpenText. Different terms and

introducing low-code templates and visual

acronyms will surface for this more data- and

design palettes speeds up collaboration on

intelligence-driven market before agreed-

new process designs. But despite low-code’s

upon terminology settles; in the interim,

improvements, this traditional emphasis on

Deep Analysis calls it the intelligent business

modeling process flows and creating process

automation platform and market.2

maps often results in lower priority for data.

Five Technology Trends
Will Shape Digital Process
Automation through 2025

Experienced process leaders are beginning
to understand data’s criticality in process
automation projects and will spend more
time on data modeling, data quality, data
integration, master data management (MDM),

Technology trends and new business

and even creating data lakes. Why? Because

opportunities continue to influence how

much of the data that processes consume

customers deploy automated process

and update resides in inconsistent formats

solutions. For example, RPA will continue

across unintegrated silos. For example,

to roil the market while buyers sort out the

Jonathan W. Taylor may be listed in multiple

differences between it and digital process

data sources as: Jon Taylor, John Taylor,

automation, and how the two technologies

Jonathan W. Taylor, Jon W. Taylor, and even

can work together. AI/ML will make an even

Jonathan W Tailor. This example is simple;

bigger impact, both within the process

imagine the challenges involved when

automation products themselves and in

deploying a cross-functional process that

how organizations conceive and design their

draws from diverse data sources. In a recent

business processes. Other smaller but still

interview, a digital process leader (from IT)

significant trends will also shape the market,

told us that if the process team could start

such as a greater use of entity modeling, new

over, they would hire a data scientist for the

ways of thinking about process modeling, a

first 9-12 months to focus on the data, then

better understanding of when/if to use citizen

start designing and deploying new business

developers, and new ideas for managing

processes relying on that data.

a workforce that combines humans and
software robots.
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AI/ML has raised the data stakes
significantly. Despite their desire, many
organizations lack sufficient data models to
begin AI/ML projects or even implement digital
experience platforms (since digital channels
require the organizations to know their
customer data). One CX manager planning to
launch a next-generation CRM product had to
first focus on building customer data sets that
were lacking. With the advent of AI/ML,
simply curating process data for self-managing
intelligent process automation will become
important. For these reasons, data management,
data integration, data quality, and data
modeling will become increasingly important
between now and 2025, when AI/ML will
become a reality in more organizations.

2

Business process modeling
will get much needed
innovation – including
journey mapping

While change has swirled around the different
modules of digital process automation
software, bringing low-code and RPA to the
forefront, business process modeling has
remained remarkably stable over the years. The
only significant change has been for modeling
tools to incorporate case management in
addition to more structured processes. BPMN,
a graphical notation for specifying business
processes, is still the standard.4 Although the
more recent Case Management Model and
Notation (CMMN) offers a standard graphical
notation for capturing tasks performed in an

Entity modeling provides another example of

unpredictable order, that standard is little used

the need to focus on data. Entity modeling is

compared to BPMN.

a critically important – but often unheralded
– approach for rapidly designing, deploying,
scaling, and reusing processes throughout the
enterprise. Other than OpenText, most digital
process automation vendors that shine at
entity modeling (e.g., Bizagi, Pegasystems)
don’t make it a key part of the sales pitch.
That’s unfortunate because entity modeling can
speed the deployment of multiple processes by
a factor of 5-10, particularly in organizations
implementing case management processes.
Enterprises planning widespread process
automation should place a high premium on
entity modeling architectures.3

Innovation and new insights into modeling,
depicting, or describing processes are long
overdue, given that BPMN was not created to
automate event-driven, non-linear business
processes (and even CMMN has limitations).
One recent innovation is BP Logix’s Process
Director, which has a completely different
approach to process modeling.5 Instead
of relying on a flowcharting approach,
this modeling software uses a Ganttchart-like designer. Another innovation is
FlowForma’s form-based designer that allows
businesspeople to create templates, fill in data
about process steps, and enter conditions
for workflow branching using a forms-based
interface.

While change has swirled around the different modules of digital
process automation software, bringing low-code and RPA to the
forefront, business process modeling has remained remarkably
stable over the years.
Deep Analysis
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The most needed change is the convergence

information. (See Figure 1 for a high-level

of process modeling and customer journey

comparison of process modeling and customer

mapping, particularly as CX and operational

journey mapping.) For example, unlike process

excellence buyers become more aware of

modeling, journey mapping often includes

the overlap. Although these tools capture

the customer’s emotions at each step in

different information, they record similar

the journey (i.e., process) and often starts

6

Figure 1

Process modeling and journey mapping tackle change from different perspectives
Process Modeling Approaches
Structured processes

Case management
focuses on
information and
coordination

Credit
checks

Photographs

Social media

Historical
records
Notes
Forms

Collaboration
threads
Outgoing
documents

Case Folder
Drone
data

Incoming
documents

Robotic data

Signatures
Videos

Interviews

Voice
messages

Source: RFFlow

Typical Journey Mapping Approach
Major steps
in the customer’s journey

Customer's
experience

Customer's
actions

Step 1

Step 2

Receives X news from Y 1

Receives D from Y

Takes A to B to get C 4

Contacts Z 2

Orders F from Z

8

5
6

1

Deep Analysis

7

Talks to E to learn about Z 6

2

Opportunities for
automation

Receives G from Z

5

Gets notified by Z 3

Customer's
emotions

Touchpoints

Step 3

3

7

4

Personalized letters and

Telephone

outbound phone calls

Office visit

Expand channels to email, chat

Create special interest group and

Use mobile app, add

and website engagement

deploy mobile app

personalization to website
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documenting the journey with activity (e.g.,

Software AG (Aris), and iGrafx – sometimes

talking with friends about products) before

mention the concept but haven’t yet brought

the customer actually initiates contact with

both capabilities together in a seamless,

the business. Many journey maps also record

integrated offering. Whether driven by the

how and if technologies are currently used to

process automation vendors or the process

support the steps in the existing journey (the

modeling companies, eventually these two

“as is”) and how steps in a new journey (the

approaches for analyzing processes and

“to be”) could be automated, which process

customer engagement will come together,

modeling does not capture. On the other hand,

largely paced by how quickly process

both tools document steps in a process and in

automation moves into customer experience

subprocesses. One way to conceptualize them

and end-to-end process transformation.

is that journey maps document the process the
customer takes, while the process modeling
tool mirrors the process steps that happen
inside the business to support the customer.
The synergies between the two approaches and
tooling are obvious. So why haven’t vendors
spent time and energy converging the two? A
few process automation vendors have the idea
on their R&D priority list, but at low priority.
What’s holding them back, in our view, are
these factors: most vendors target business
operations and don’t understand customer
experience initiatives (processes); journey
mapping’s emotions and fuzziness seem a bit
much for structured-thinking process experts;
and there really are bigger R&D needs.

3

Business applications will
be the new target market for
digital process automation
vendors

For years, process automation vendors have
dreamed of building out-of-the-box process
applications such as invoice processing,
onboarding, expense reporting, travel requests,
and compliance. They’ve also envisioned
a deep vertical dive into apps for intensive
industries such as insurance, banking,
government, and pharmaceuticals. But mostly
they only delivered 1) unimpressive starter
applications and templates for building apps,
2) process frameworks for vertical markets

The process modeling companies have been

that left much work to be done, and 3) specific

quicker than process automation vendors to

process apps that were at most 50% out-of-

acknowledge the synergies between customer

the-box.

journey mapping and business process
modeling/design. For example, Signavio
actively promotes, markets, and sells both
journey mapping and process modeling. Other
process modeling vendors – notably Mega,

That is now changing because vendors can
leverage their own low-code capabilities to build
applications. Vendor strategies for addressing
process-driven business applications include:

The process modeling companies have been quicker than process
automation vendors to acknowledge the synergies between customer
journey mapping and business process modeling/design.
Deep Analysis
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Stick to the basics. Many process

Sell applications in addition to the

automation vendors recognize that

process automation platform. Some

business applications are important to

vendors want it both ways: to sell apps

buyers, but their business models are to

while maintaining a strong platform

sell platforms and they can’t or won’t divert

business. This requires a dedicated team of

their attention. Instead, they find partners

developers and sales reps (preferably in a

that provide solutions through repeatable

dedicated business group). If the developers

services engagements that rely on quick-

aren’t committed to the applications

start templates, low-code expertise, and

product it becomes too tempting to pull

deep domain knowledge. Alfresco is a good

them into working on the next software

example.

version. This dual-path strategy requires

7

Promote packaged applications through
partners. Most vendors recognize the

the vendor’s strategic commitment to an
applications business.

importance of business applications to

A few vendors are now tilting toward this

buyers, but they also know their own

model. For example, OpenText got serious

limitations. Instead of expending valuable

about applications late last year, offering

R&D resources, they recruit OEM partners

solutions for legal (onboarding and matter

in specific verticals to develop repeatable

management), contract generation, and

process solutions. A good example is

HR. Appian debuted Intelligent Contact

Appian’s partnerships with psHEALTH and

Center for CRM and customer engagement

Bits in Glass.

last year based on a collection of pre-

Build “starter” applications based on
deep domain experience with customers.
This strategy is hard to execute because
vendors’ attention, resources, and

built modules that automate 50% of
the customer’s process. The product is
supported by dedicated R&D resources and
a dedicated sales team.

mindshare are usually centered exclusively

Plunge into vertical/functional

on the platform. One company, Ultimus,

applications driven by a process platform.

has successfully followed this approach

Pegasystems is a remarkable example

by selling its reusable digital assets and

of a process company that has acquired

domain-specific process templates that

deep expertise through customer wins and

provide 80+% of the application. Other

product acquisitions (e.g., CRM), coupled

companies that are following this route

with a laser-focused effort on building

include Hyland with pre-built applications

business apps richly infused with process

for contract management and public

automation. Pega has doubled down on

records requests, and Flowable with

next-generation CRM and CX applications

conversational banking.

through acquisitions and internal R&D for

Some vendors want it both ways: to sell apps while maintaining
a strong platform business... This dual-path strategy requires
the vendor’s strategic commitment to an applications business.
Deep Analysis
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many years. As a result, Pega is as much a
CRM vendor as it is a process automation
vendor.8

But here’s the conundrum:
Process automation vendors cannot
afford to buy RPA vendors. Even though

A somewhat reverse version of this strategy

the process automation vendors: 1) operate

can be seen with bpm’online and Salesforce.

in a much more mature market than RPA,

Although there’s a vast difference in the

2) have far more intellectual property than

two companies’ size and scale, both are

RPA vendors, and, 3) have many more

well-established in their target markets,

customers across diverse industries and

offering CRM, salesforce automation, and

regions, the process automation vendors

customer service business applications that

simply don’t have the money to buy RPA

use digital process automation extensively

startups. RPA valuations are ridiculously

throughout their offerings. bpm’online’s

high and unless/until their worth drops,

product was built from the ground up using

process automation vendors must

process automation to drive all software

continue partnering. Process automation

modules. Salesforce became an early

vendors certainly would have bought RPA

adopter several years ago, first by adding

companies by now if not for the present

workflow to its business applications and

valuations.

more recently extending its reach deeper
into process automation with Lightning
Flow.9

RPA, with its screen scraping and
scripting of manual activities, has a
limited shelf life. One can almost imagine
sands sifting through the hourglass of an

4

RPA and digital process
automation are headed for a
shakeout

Robotic process automation and digital process
automation are interesting bookends to
business processes; they are different product
categories with different value propositions
but are also highly complementary products.

RPA product’s life span, as time runs out on
the software’s unique value proposition. The
reason? AI/ML will cut into the RPA market
opportunity if it doesn’t demolish the future
for “traditional” RPA products. At best, RPA
is a stop-gap solution, solving a very real
problem that is likely better suited for
AI/ML in the long run.

In reality, they should be sold as part of a

The RPA vendors will be forced to make a

single vendor’s automation platform because

move. RPA vendors realize that AI/ML casts

together the tooling tackles all types of human

a shadow over their future and that process

and system-to-system work in a business

automation and robotic process automation

process. The market recognizes that synergy,

need each other. The RPA vendors will take

which is why so many process automation

action over the next 1-3 years. Certainly,

vendors are teamed with one or more RPA

RPA vendors must invest in AI/ML or suffer

vendors. In a few cases, prescient process

the consequences when, armed with

automation vendors got into the RPA business

AI/ML, the process automation vendors

early, before the hype and sky-high valuations.

make disruptive inroads by reinventing how
processes are done within organizations.
Another different or parallel possibility is
that RPA vendors will go on a shopping

Deep Analysis
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spree for process automation companies.

necessary data quality, data integration, data

This space will be highly dynamic and bears

sets, and data lakes to support widespread AI

watching.

usage. Vendors agree that envisioning how AI/

From a big-picture perspective, virtually all
the process automation vendors either have
inked or soon will ink partnerships with multiple
RPA vendors, given that stratospheric RPA
valuations have made it impossible for even
the largest of companies (such as IBM) or
highly acquisitive firms (such as OpenText) to
purchase an RPA provider. A handful of process

ML impacts process software is harder than,
for example, determining how to use AI/ML
elsewhere (say, within content services). And
finally, vendors largely believe AI/ML will shake
the RPA market to its core, thereby completely
disrupting it and empowering RPA by replacing
today’s scripting technology, or – at a minimum
– complementing RPA scripting.10

automation vendors, such as Kofax, Nintex, and

Despite sweeping agreement that AI/ML

Pegasystems, were prescient enough to acquire

matters, striking differences exist in vendors’

RPA products, but other process automation

thinking about its importance, timing, and

firms are left to fill in their gaps through one or

resulting disruption. Some are blithely ignoring

more RPA partnerships. When looking at these

the gathering storm, others are tentatively

process automation/RPA partnerships, buyers

testing new ideas, a few are partnering with

should pay close attention to how extensively

Amazon, Google, Microsoft, and IBM to learn

the process automation vendors OEM, embed,

what is possible, and a handful are moving

bundle, and/or enhance the RPA products they

ahead aggressively, assuming that AI/ML will

offer (even on a non-exclusive basis), such as

soon emerge as a significant differentiator. But

IBM’s partnership with Automation Anywhere

even the early adopters say it’s hard to predict

and Appian’s relationship with BluePrism.

how fast the AI trend will accelerate within
companies. One executive observed, “there’s

5

still a lot of [buyer and vendor] confusion about

AI will transform work inside
the automation platform and
within the automated process

what is the role of AI, and what is the role of AI
in digital process automation.”11
The overall objective is to infuse intelligence

Vendors know that AI/ML will renew, revitalize,

into process automation software and the

and remake the digital process automation

business processes it automates. Accordingly,

market, but they aren’t sure how or when. In

most process automation vendors agree that:

five years? Ten? Fifteen? Others feel AI/ML is
on their doorstep but aren’t sure customers
are ready for adoption. And then there’s that
pesky issue of whether customers have the

AI/ML is the second-biggest trend in
process automation, following RPA (but
automation vendors have wildly different
views about how fast they need to move).

Vendors know that AI/ML will renew, revitalize, and remake the
digital process automation market, but they aren’t sure how or
when... The overall objective is to infuse intelligence into process
automation software and the business processes it automates.
Deep Analysis
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AI/ML will not completely replace the

The hard part for vendors is to figure out how

work that humans do, but instead augment

to use AI/ML inside the process automation

the decisions that human make.

platform. It is very early days for vendors, but

Vendors should integrate AI/ML

some ideas include:

holistically within the process automation

Analyzing workstreams for pattern

platform (e.g., integrated with business

recognition, determining the value of the

rules, process modeling, process mining,

different workstreams, and identifying the

governance, and process data).

best pattern to use.

No-code (point and click), intelligent

Combining case management data and

process design, and pattern recognition

business data to improve decision-making.

are big bets for AI within processes.

Using intelligence to recommend process

Providers should partner with

design options during modeling (AI/ML

infrastructure players as much as

assisted development).

possible (although some early adopters
– Bizagi, BP Logix, IBM, Pegasystems,
Salesforce – already have native AI/ML).
Data is essential for AI, so integrating with
multiple data sources and process data is
crucial.
How AI/ML handles data extracts will
differentiate products.
AI/ML will combine with many
interactions, such as voice, chat, and voiceenabled devices.
What about now? AI/ML usage in process
automation and business processes is already
happening in some industries. Examples
include next best action, intelligent document
capture, sentiment analysis, fraud detection,
chatbots, and content creation. Looking
further afield, future uses of AI/ML in business
processes include predictive maintenance for
manufacturing devices, group decision-making
(e.g., hiring a candidate or deciding upon
product features), and managing real-time
interactions (e.g., delivery fleets) – to name
a few.

Deep Analysis
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Identifying and reusing global processes
instead of building duplicates.
Analyzing process performance
management data for inefficiencies and
correcting them.
Using process mining to make predictions
based on process models.12
Using artificial intelligence to automate
the creation of workflows, such as Nintex’s
approach using natural language processing
to create workflows from process maps.13
Early leaders in the overall AI/ML marketplace,
such as IBM and Salesforce, are clearly
prioritizing the integration of AI/ML capabilities
with process automation software, as are
more mid-sized firms such as Pegasystems
and OpenText. But the process automation
AI/ML race is wide open, with smaller firms
such as Alfresco, Appian, Catalytic, Flowable,
Nintex, and Ultimus – to name a few – moving
quickly to stake out positions. This is definitely
a moving target and a space to continue
watching.
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Megatrend: Process
Automation Will Be Subsumed
into the Intelligent Business
Automation Platform

digital process automation. When this evolution

The biggest transformational change in the

into process automation platforms, workflow

digital process automation market is that

and process automation will be absorbed into

process automation will be subsumed into the

something much bigger. Intelligent business

intelligent business automation platform. (See

automation platforms will provide a raft of

Figure 2.) This shift is already occurring in a few

technologies, including:

vendors’ products (e.g., IBM, Pegasystems).
The emerging trend toward an intelligent
business automation platform will be as
significant as the recent transition from BPM to

happens (by 2025), process will not become
less important; in fact, process automation
will be more important than ever. (See Figure
3.) Just as case management was absorbed

intelligent capture
content services
compliance

Figure 2

Intelligent business automation platform encompasses many technologies

CONTEXTUAL
PROFILE
ENGAGEMENT
Chatbots
WFO/contact center
Social
Mobile apps
Omnichannel
Virtual/augmented reality

Emerging Tools

COGNITIVE
SERVICES
Machine learning
Deep learning
Biometrics
Natural language processing
Natural language generation

Biometrics
Personalization

DATA SOURCE(S)
Data models
Data lakes
Predictive Analytics
CRM
ERP
MDM
CDP

PROCESS
AUTOMATION
Process governance
Process models/journey maps
Low-code design & management
Workflow
Straight-through processing
Business rules
RPA
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PROCESS
APPLICATIONS
CRM
WFO
Customer service
Digital supply chain
ERP
Vertical apps
IoT/drone integration
Etc.

INTELLIGENT
CONTENT
AUTOMATION
Intelligent capture
Content management
Sentiment analysis
Information governance
Predictive content
Ephemeral content
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case management

This evolution will happen quickly because

process/customer journey modeling

many process automation vendors already
offer some overlapping native solutions or

process/workflow automation

partner to provide much of the functionality

process mining

found in intelligent business platforms. Already,

business insight and intelligence

several vendors have trained their eyes this

business rules

way, including IBM and Pegasystems, followed
by Alfresco, Appian, Bizagi, Nintex, OpenText,

low-code and no-code (including
connectors to large numbers of packaged
applications)

and Ultimus. The transition will be influenced
by how much, and when, RPA valuations
change. But the biggest factor impacting

robotic process automation

timing is the readiness of enterprises, SMBs,

AI/ML

and government agencies to adopt AI/ML,

data lakes for process data

the extent to which they have the prerequisite

process-intensive business applications for
vertical and horizontal processes

data sets, and the degree to which they
know how to use AI/ML in transforming their
business processes. Another, less crucial,
factor impacting the evolution of digital
process automation is how quickly (or slowly)
the operational excellence and customer
experience worlds overlap.

Figure 3

Digital process automation will evolve beyond process,
into an intelligent business automation platform

BPM

2022+

WORKFLOW

2015 to now
Mid-1990s to 2015

Mid-1980s to mid-1990s

DIGITAL
PROCESS
AUTOMATION

INTELLIGENT
BUSINESS
AUTOMATION

Started with process lifecycle suite

Evolved from imaging &

Added straight-through &

document management

case management

Moved to process execution

Based on BPM discipline,
Lean, Six Sigma,

Added low-code, RPA &
business apps
Based on Agile
Jettisoned much of BPM
discipline, Lean & Six Sigma
Often results in process silos

Converges with machine
learning, AI & NLP to create
business automation platform
Customer excellence evolves
from CX & OPEX
Journey mapping & process
modeling converge
Process becomes a way of

Rooted in business process

continuous improvement

Generates much talk about

doing business, moves from

reengineering (BPR)

& process transformation

citizen developers

center stage
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Call to Action

Buyers betting big on digital process

Given the rapid transition in process

developments but also keep an eye on how

automation vendors and products over the

products will change between now and 2025.

past five years, buyers can easily become

RPA has already made a big impact and will

overwhelmed by the range of technologies now

continue to roil the vendor positioning between

under the process automation umbrella. One

process automation and RPA providers.

way to determine the solutions best-suited

AI/ML will make an even bigger impact, not

for an organization’s needs is to consider

only changing how digital process automation

the complexity/simplicity and range of the

software runs, but also altering how business

processes being automated. For example,

processes operate from start to finish. Imagine

are they departmental or end-to-end? Do

the power of an intelligent business automation

they require simple workflow/automation or

platform, illustrated by this hypothetical

are the processes a mix of straight-through,

example:

automation must not only look at recent

structured, and dynamic processes? Are
advanced features needed, such as AI/ML

1. A team of businesspeople designs a

within the processes being automated or

dynamic process (based on insights about

robotic process automation for performing

exceptional customer experiences) that

work tasks in addition to process execution?

includes case handling, facial and/or voice

Figure 4 represents the spectrum of products

recognition, intelligent capture of content,

available and how they match to business

robotic scripting, collaboration, natural

automation needs.

language processing, and business rules –
all without coding.

Figure 4

Digital process automation ranges from simple
workflow to process suites and platforms

Process suite

Standalone
workflow

Straight-through
processing
with enterprise
service bus

Deep Analysis

Low-code tools
Design/modeling
Automation/rules
Case management
Monitoring/analytics
Content integration
RPA integration

Straight-through,
structured and
dynamic
processes

Embedded
workflow

Free
workflow

•
•
•
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2. The team uses AI/ML to score and

This simple example illustrates how the five

automatically improve the process design

trends described in this report will usher in

before deployment.

an intelligent business automation platform

3. Once the business process is in use,
business managers use AI/ML to analyze
performance data and determine its

that seamlessly empowers the business to
transform and deliver new intelligent business
processes.

effectiveness over a specified time period,

As buyers and vendors turn their eyes toward

and review/approve recommended

the future even as they are managing their

changes.

current situations, Deep Analysis provides the

4. All of the process and case data (along
with properties) is stored in a data lake and
later combined with AI/ML and policy rules

following guidance for navigating the digital
process automation market and technologies
over the next five years.

to evaluate work in flight based on factors
such as region, compliance requirements,
value of the case, estimated time to
process, and importance of the customer.

Figure 5

Advice to digital process automation buyers
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Adopt cloud and

Look for processes

Innovate around CX,

Look to DPA’s future –

microservices as

with many handoffs

even inside business

intelligent business

quickly as possible.

to workgroups,

operations.

platforms – and

Look for vendors that
leverage Amazon,

departments, outside
groups or customers.

Champion digital
process automation for

assess organizational
readiness.

Google, Microsoft,

Transform customer-

digital transformation

Focus on vendors with

open source, and other

facing steps inside

(if the organization is

vision for using AI inside

infrastructure players.

business operations.

mature).

the DPA software.

Focus on vendors with

Reach out to CX teams.

Consider teaming with

Look for opportunities

strategic vendors for

to differentiate

business applications.

processes with AI/ML;

strong emphasis on
data: entity modeling,
data quality, data
integration, and
strategy for process
data lakes.

Start with data focus,
then expand to process
flow.

assess culture and data
readiness.

Avoid taking ”citizen
developer” literally.
Clearly delineate
between RPA and digital
process automation.
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Figure 6

Advice to digital process automation vendors
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operations.
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Focus on:

from Amazon, Google,

Incorporate customer

clash of the process
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Microsoft – leverage it!

journey mapping into

titans:

software

process modeling.

•

2) AI in the business

Expect a rising tide

Breathe new life into

DPA owns the
future direction,

dated process modeling
•

approaches.

process

but RPA vendors
have the cash.

Use open source
wherever possible.
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Endnotes
1

For the sake of brevity, this report sometimes refers to

8

Pega’s apps include Pega Marketing, Pega Customer Service,

digital process automation as process automation. The two are

Pega Sales Automation, and Pega Customer Decision Hub, and all

interchangeable.

have their own SKUs and release dates.

2

The intelligent business automation platform encompasses:

9

• Cloud, hybrid, and on-premises configurations

(based on low-code, case management, business rules, analytics,

• Low-code/no-code tooling

integration with AI, and predictive modeling) is targeted at

• Process modeling

transforming customer experiences within customer-centric

• Process execution/workflow engine

business processes.

• Performance dashboards
• Business insights with decisioning
• Case management

10 One vendor observed that AI/ML is not well suited to quickly
process the high number of transactions RPA routinely tackles
because RPA uses well-defined rules while AI/ML takes a more

• Business rules
• Process-based business applications
• Intelligent capture

holistic approach using vague information.
11 For more insights about enterprise AI, see the book Practical

• Content services
• Robotic process automation
• Information governance
• Blockchain
• Process and data models
• Straight-through processing
• AI/ML for many uses (e.g., facial & voice recognition, next best
action, fraud detection, fully automated process improvement,
natural language processing and generation, etc.)
3

Salesforce’s comprehensive process automation offering

Entity modeling offers a more natural view of the real world,

consisting of entities and relationships; provides a high degree of

Artificial Intelligence: An Enterprise Playbook, by Alan PelzSharpe and Kashyap Kompella (published Sept. 1, 2019) https://
www.amazon.com/gp/product/1686799853
12 Bonitasoft already does this, and it goes beyond process mining.
13 Nintex utilizes data lake technology to create a large pool of
process data and insights from process maps, forms, workflows,
and bots. This data and insights can help accelerate process and
workflow creation, optimize process execution, identify new areas for
process improvement, and support advanced governance for large
deployments.

data independence; and creates the basis for a unified view of data
across processes. Traditional process modeling uses named value
pairs so that each process owns its own variables. This activity is
required even if the variables have already been declared by existing
business processes or process fragments; declaration is required
every time a new business process uses the data. With entity
modeling, variables in one process can be reused without requiring
the variables to be re-declared. Process models share access to the
same data, eliminating the need for named value pairs. The data
dimension is resolved by entity structures created through entity
modeling. Hopefully, this low-code approach to data will be more
widely adopted by digital process automation vendors going forward.
4

Version 2.0 of BPMN was released in January 2011.

5

BP Logix’s Process Timeline is the modeling and execution

engine within Process Director.
6

See our report, Digital Transformation – Bridge The Skills Abyss

with Customer Experience and Operational Excellence Project Teams,
https://www.deep-analysis.net/report/digital-transformationbridge-the-skills-abyss/
7

For more information about Alfresco, see Alfresco Software:

Flying High in the Back Office, https://www.deep-analysis.net/post/
alfresco-software-flying-high-in-the-back-office and An interview
with Bernadette Nixon, the CEO of Alfresco Part 1, http://www.
buzzsprout.com/121366/919296-an-interview-with-bernadettenixon-the-ceo-of-alfresco-part-1
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